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 Gender roles were clearly defined in traditional Polynesian societies. Gender played a major role, dictating women’s 

access to training, tools, and materials in the arts. For example, men’s arts were often made of hard materials, such as 

wood, stone, or bone and men's arts were traditionally associated with the sacred realm of rites and ritual. 

 Women's arts historically utilized soft materials, particularly fibers used to make mats and bark cloth. Women’s arts 

included ephemeral materials such as flowers and leaves. Cloth made of bark is generically known as tapa across 

Polynesia, although terminology, decorations, dyes, and designs vary throughout the islands. 

 Made by gathering the inner bark and then pounding it flat. Different islands would 

create different patterns and apply the designs in different ways with different materials 

– sometimes no pattern at all. 

 The most important traditional uses for tapa were for clothing, bedding and wall hangings. Textiles were often 

specially prepared and decorated for people of rank. Tapa was ceremonially displayed on special occasions, such 

as birthdays and weddings. In sacred contexts, tapa was used to wrap images of deities. Even today, at times of 

death, bark cloth may be integral part of funeral and burial rites 

 In Polynesia, textiles are considered women’s wealth. In social settings, bark cloth and mats participate in 

reciprocity patterns of cultural exchange. Women may present textiles as offerings in exchange for work, food, or 

to mark special occasions. For example, in contemporary contexts in Tonga, huge lengths of bark cloth are 

publically displayed and ceremoniously exchanged to mark special occasions. Today, western fabric has also been 

assimilated into exchange practices. In rare instances, textiles may even accumulate their own histories of 

ownership and exchange 

 Niue is an island country south of Samoa. Little is known about early Niuean bark cloth or hiapo 

 In the 1880s, a distinctive style of hiapo decorations emerged that incorporated fine lines and new motifs. Hiapo 

from this period are illustrated with complicated and detailed geometric designs. The patterns were composed of 

spirals, concentric circles, squares, triangles, and diminishing motifs (the design motifs decrease in size from the 

border to the center of the textile). Niueans created naturalistic motifs and were the first Polynesians to introduce 

depictions of human figures into their bark cloth. Some hiapo examples include writing, usually names, along the 

edges of the overall design 
o Influenced after visits by Samoan missionaries 

 Niuan hiapo stopped being produced in the late nineteenth century.  Today, the art form has a unique place in 

history and serves to inspire contemporary Polynesian artists 
o Today, bark cloth participates in native patterns of celebration, reciprocity and exchange, as well as in 

new cultural contexts where it inspires new audiences, artists, and art forms 



 


